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Existing Facilities
Tallahassee Commercial Airport has one runway, Runway 16/34, 3,002 feet long by 50 feet
wide. The runway is asphalt and in poor condition. The runway is equipped with nonstandard
runway lights.
One individual and a small general aviation terminal serve the airport. The airport has a 3,000square foot FBO general aviation terminal building. There are 30 parking spaces for
automobiles. The aircraft parking ramp is small and has approximately 25 tie-down spaces.
There is a 100/80-octane fueling point for the aircraft.

Current and Forecast Demand
GENERAL AVIATION
Tallahassee Commercial serves the basic needs of general aviation. The largest plane that
uses the airport is a Grand Caravan. The airport has hangar space for as many as four aircraft
and tiedown facilities. The current Airport Reference Code (ARC) as defined by the FAA
Circular 150/5300-13 for the airport is D-II.
The airport has no aviation training that is connected to any local colleges, universities, or
technical schools. Historic and forecast FDOT aviation activity information on file for
Tallahassee Commercial Airport follows:
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Source: FDOT Aviation Office.

COMMUNITY SERVICES
In its current role, the airport focuses primarily on serving general aviation aircraft. It presently
supports flight training, business aircraft, and visiting aircraft stopping over for fuel. Business
flights use the airport and are the major activity at the airport. The airport could attract more
business and could support Very Light Jet (VLJ) operations. The airport’s future role has no
limitations. The airport does not report any manmade, environmental, financing, or community
factors that will limit its future system role of growth. The airport’s vision for its future is to
provide a first-class airport for only business aircraft.
Flight training is a very small component of this airport’s general aviation activity. Roughly 10
percent of the airport’s annual operations are related to flight training. The only businesses on
the airport at present are DHL Airway, Connel Aviation, and Cherry Hill Construction Company.
Corporate and business users are responsible for 70 percent of the airport’s annual operations.
There are two corporate based aircraft on the airfield at this time. The airport also attracts a
large number of transient or visiting aircraft, with approximately 70 percent of the airport’s
business originating from transient users. The airport does not have any based military aircraft,
but it does have some military traffic, mostly helicopters.
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OTHER AIRPORT CHARACTERISTICS
The airport does not have a master plan or airport layout plan. With a proposed rebuild of the
airport to include a 5,000-foot paved runway, this airport’s needs will be met well into year 2020.

CURRENT AND FUTURE SYSTEM SERVICE REQUIREMENTS / RECOMMENDATIONS
At the time of this review, airport management reports no currently ongoing airport improvement
projects or activities. The airport is interested in continuing activities to entice corporate
business users. The private owner of the airport is only interested in serving corporate aviation.
The attributes of the airport make it suitable for many other services, especially flight training
and tourism (CA). However, it is unlikely the airport will pursue these as long as it remains
under private ownership.
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